PARTICIPATE IN THIS CONTEST!!!
All the new series are boring these days.

Tomoya Goto
THE MANGA MADE BY AN AI WAS MUCH MORE INTERESTING...

GOTO! ARE YOU THERE?!

BAM

HM?

CLUB PRESIDENT AITO

THERE YOU ARE, GOTO. WHY ARE YOU ON THE GROUND?
Can't you come in a little more quietly, President Ai?

I'm the head of this room.

How I come in is up to me.

A president is supposed to be leader of the club, not the ruler of a room...

Anyway, were you looking for me?

Presidential order, Goto.

Ah, yes.
PARTICIPATE IN THIS CONTEST!!!

MANGA STORY CONTEST

MANGA STORY CONTEST ...?

YES.
BECAUSE YOU...

IN THE AGE OF READING BOOKS ON DEVICES,

YOU'RE BUYING MANGA MAGAZINES IN PAPER.

YOU LIKE MANGA, RIGHT?
I do like them...
But why should I...

You're a science and engineering student!

Scientifically...?

HE HE HE

Chat-EEE have just been launched. No way not to use it.

WHAT!?

Is that even allowed...? Isn't that cheating...?

Nonsense!!

Non-sense

BEEP
There's nothing wrong with using Chat-EEE as a creative aid.

Here's what Chat-EEE does best.

- Discussion
- Summarizing multiple sites and using abstract concepts derived from them
- Summarizing, organizing, analyzing sources
- Programming
- Listen and give back-channel feedback
- Translation

I see...

However!!

So it helps do research, translate papers, and give feedback when coming up with ideas.

You're starting to understand.
WHAT CHAT-EEE ISN'T GOOD AT
• SPECIFIC KNOWLEDGE QUESTIONS
• ANSWERING RECENT Topics (SLOW UPDATE ON KNOWLEDGE)
• NUMBERS AND CALCULATIONS

It also has its weakness!

What Chat-EEE isn't good at
・ Specific knowledge questions
・ Answering recent topics (slow update on knowledge)
・ Numbers and calculations

It's not good with calculating?
But it's an AI!

Sounds difficult...

It doesn't always give correct answers.
The phenomenon of AI generating information that is not based on facts is called hallucination.

It also has its weakness!

The term just sounds difficult!
MLE is kind of like words of an impostor.
AI can tell plausible lies.

Bomb

You should also know about “maximum likelihood estimation” (MLE).

My brain can’t keep up anymore...!
I heard Einstein did like Japan...

Really?

It's a lie.

AI Einstein loved Japan, and it is said that he especially loved sukiyaki.

It's okay! You can do it!

Not convincing at all...

Hahaha

Urgghhh...

He might have liked Japan, but there's no proof he liked sukiyaki! The AI just lied.

This is MLE!

If you don't get something, I'll help you! Try it!

Hmm...

Well, alright... I'll try...
How’s it going? Having troubles?

Yes…It’s only giving me weird answers...

Maybe your questions are bad.

Huh?

Prompting is directing and asking questions to get the answers you want on Chat-EEE. There are three types to this prompt.

Why didn’t you tell me that before…?

First is Command. Ask a specific question like “what is @@.”

Second is Supplementation. For example, if I just type in Konoe-semi...

Ah…I guess my questions were too vague.
「セミ」は日本語で「シカダ」を意味します。

AIがセミを間違えた。

これは教授のセミンアール。

クリッククリック。

おそらく柔軟性が足りない…

第三は実行。

それは一種のトレーニング。

あなたは生成された結果に対する肯定的または否定的なフィードバックを提供します。

Hmm…

私は…

そうですね。

実行。
I'll try again!

One month later

Manga Club
President!

Hm?

I, I...!
I did it, president!!!
WHAT'S THE STORY ABOUT?

IT'S ABOUT A COLLEGE STUDENT BEING TOLD BY HIS SENIOR TO ENTER A MANGA PLOT STORY CONTEST...

SOUNDS FAMILIAR!!!